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Human-Expert-Generated Default Cataloging Frameworks
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ABSTRACT

generated default cataloging frameworks used in metadata entry into 
library catalogs. The National Library of Sri Lanka has initiated to build a s 
eries of human-generated frameworks. The experts have so far selected  
MARC21 tags to represent books & monographs, serials, theses and  

MARC21 tags for the above three formats and compared them with human-
selected ones. The Jaccard similarity index

books & monographs, serials, and theses & dissertations respectively. While 

geographical bias. Human experts considered situational needs and displayed 
a profound understanding of compliance rules. However, AI's suggestions for 

ChatGPT presented a robust foundation for default cataloging frameworks. 
The study posits that AI, in collaboration with human expertise, can enhance 

should be considered for future improvements.
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Introduction 

This research examines the correspondence between AI-crafted and human expert-
designed default cataloging frameworks in library cataloging, a fundamental 
aspect of librarianship (Bowman, 2002). Default cataloging frameworks are 

in cataloging practices throughout library systems (Biswas, 2020).

The National Library of Sri Lanka (NLSL) spearheaded the creation of these 
frameworks for diverse library material formats in November 2019, aiming to 
establish a standard guideline for metadata entry. The NLSL's Bibliographic 
Control Division (BCD) assembled a committee of subject experts who, by 
December 2022, had developed frameworks for books & monographs, serials, 
and theses & dissertations. Only the monograph framework (Gamage et al., 
2020) is so far available to the public. This special committee is named the 
Descriptive Bibliographic Framework (DBIB) Committee. It includes the 

1. The authors of this paper are 
also members of this expert panel.

Delphi method was employed for framework creation, incorporating a validation 

design straightforward frameworks applicable to all library types and adhering 
to widely used cataloging standards and Resource Description and Access 
(RDA) rules as far as possible. 

With the advent of ChatGPT in November 2022, AI is being explored in numerous 
practical contexts, including AI-expert collaboration in clinical decision-
making. As the construction of DBIB frameworks for Ola Leaf Manuscripts, 

useful for future DBIB Committee endeavors.

Objectives 

between AI-generated and human-generated frameworks in terms of  

formats.

1 See Gamage et al. (2020) for details.
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Methods

2023.05.12) to propose default cataloging frameworks. Both models yielded 
encouraging results, yet GPT-4 delivered a more structured and comprehensive 
output. As a result, the conversation was continued on the GPT-4 platform, 
andto produce tabulated frameworks for books and monographs (B), serial 
publications (S), and theses and dissertations (T). Following this, ChatGPT 
was tasked with suggesting enhancements for RDA compliance in these  
frameworks. A comparison was made between the AI-constructed and  
human-constructed frameworks to identify the degree of similarity,  

 

tags to see overall deviation of the two methods. The Jaccard index, also 
 

similarity between AI and human-created frameworks. The index, calculated as 

B|), provides a value between 0 and 1, with a value 
closer to 1 denoting a higher similarity.

Although these techniques are useful, they have limitations; the deviation only 
considers the tag count and the JSC takes into account only the tag numbers, 
neither considering the relevance of tags. As a result, a qualitative analysis of  
the importance of selected and non-selected tags was performed.

Results

Table 1 shows the total number of tags selected in each case, with averages for 
comparison. 

humans and AI, with the average number of tags selected and the deviation from 
the average.

Total number of tags AI DBIB Average Deviation
Books 17 31 24.0 7
Serial 19 22 20.5 1.5
Theses and dissertations 15 20 17.5 2.5
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Table 2 shows the similarity of AI selected and human selected MARC21 tags 
for the three DBIB frameworks. 

Type of Material Jaccard Similarity  

Books 0.33
Serials 0.38
Theses and Dissertations 0.36

Discussion and Conclusion

 
frameworks for each resource type. A higher deviation is evident in the books 
& monographs framework, while lower deviations, 1.5 and 2.5, are found in 

illuminating the need for diverse approaches when designing default frameworks.

concurrence between AI and human-generated frameworks in selecting tags for 

(content, media, and carrier types), 700-710 (relator terms), and 264 (imprint 
and copyright notice) tags, in response to the request for RDA compliance.

it occasionally exhibited geographical bias, such as the selection of tag 050. The 
human experts, on the other hand, considered more contextual requirements. 
For instance, they opted for the Main Entry Uniform Title – 130 over the Added 

its comprehension over the newcataloging standard.

of default cataloging frameworks, proposing tags in a reasonable manner. Its 
additional suggestions also provide valuable insight into future framework 
revisions.
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